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AVerMedia Protects the Safety of
Vietnam Banks
Taipei, Taiwan, February 02, 2010- AVerMedia®
Information, Inc., the leading provider of award winning
surveillance technology, announced that Vietnam Maritime
Commercial Joint Stock Bank (Maritime Bank) has chosen
AVerDiGi SEB3104H, a 4 channel H.264 D1 real-time
recording DVR to protect its branches and ATM locations from robbery and vandalism.
Maritime Bank, established on 8th June 1991, is one of the first joint stock commercial banks in Vietnam. With
more than 18 years of experiences, Maritime Bank has become a top-tier powerful lender in the country.

【System Structure】
AVerDiGi SEB3104H, placed at each Maritime Bank’s ATM and branch,
can support up to 120/100fps D1 real-time recording, and provides
high-resolution images along with H.264 compression technology
which offers efficient HDD usage. Each channel’s frame rate of
SEB3104H can be adjusted individually. Security director at each
branch would base on its bandwidth availability to pre-set the video
resolution in order to save on the transmit time. Besides, the video
surveillance data could be searched by date/time/visual image via
local playback in each branch.
Furthermore, combining with Central Management System (AVerDiGi
CM3000/CM3000 Gold), Head Office has been able to spot each
accident from pre-loaded DVR locations immediately through blinks
on E-map. Moreover, security director in CMS station would be able to
sufficiently retrieve local recorded surveillance data when incidence had occurred through keyword from central
storage server. The function of double storage at the CMS station and local DVRs has fulfilled the requirements
by the bank that in case either one of the hard disk crashed or ATM breakthrough, the bank would still has
additional backup for, for example, police investigation.
─ About AVerMedia INFORMATION, Inc.
AVerMedia INFORMATION, Inc. is the technology leader in surveillance and presentation technology. Aside from its full line of digital
surveillance recorder products, AVerMedia provides Embedded Hybrid DVR, NVR, Megapixel IP cam, Surveillance Software, Accessories
and Peripherals for customer and surveillance market. Keeping the spirit of "Distinct people, Distinct needs - Outstanding Solutions,"
AVerMedia not only provides you with the fullest coverage of security protection, but also takes video surveillance to the new heights.
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